History of original corner establishment:

Corner was originally set in November of 1880. He set a stone and built a stone mound, but scribed no BT's. In 1897 W.W. Hayes, the Tillamook County Surveyor set a post and marked 4 BT snags.

Description of corner evidence found:

A 3/4' pipe 30'' above ground. An old wooden post 12'' long in rock mound with scribing visible from which

A 14'' fir brs N41½E 10.5 ft; scribing visible
A 15'' alder brs S42½E 19.0 ft; bark scribed
A 15'' alder brs S29W 35.5 ft. bark scribed
A 20'' fir brs N31W 9.0 ft. scribing visible

1897 BT's in their proper location, but scribing rotted off.

Description of monument and accessories I established to perpetuate the original location of this corner

Set 2" x 30" iron pipe with brass cap marked T 5S R 9 W

Set 3/4'' pipe and old post beside corner and piled stones around pipe

Set a 6' steel post north of corner with F.S. Boundary sign facing east

Set a 6' steel post west of corner with F.S. boundary sign facing south

Placed BT tags on all BT's. Painted red band on all BT's.
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